Introduction tions and cycles, engine/aircraft mission analysis to determine figures-of-merit to rank Small gas turbine engine performance in the 250 technologies; and preparation of a technology to 1,000 horsepower size range is significantly plan to guide research and technology verificalower than that of large engines. The major tion, component and systems research and techreasons are that: I. component efficiencies nology programs. for small engines are from 8 to 10 percentage points lower than those of large engines; and Selection of Evaluation Procedures and Assump-2. small engine cycle pressure ratios and turtions bine inlet temperatures are considerably lower than large engines. Analytical design techEach contractor selected one or more of the niques and manufacturing techniques of large following year 2000 small gas turbine engine engines are not directly transferable to small applications: high performance, high pressure engines. Current research on very small (100 ratio, high power/weight rotorcraft engine; low horsepower) gas turbine automotive engines and pressure ratio, low SFC regenerative commuter " general studies of the application of this or rotorcraft engine; high power density, low research to aircraft engines indicate that cer-SFC APU; or low cost, high performance cruise amics and regenerative cycles also have the missile engine. potential for significant improvement in fuel savings for aircraft gas turbine engines. With
Reference aircraft, mission type, range, Mach the incorporation of ceramics, regenerative number capability, and passenger load factors cycles, and a significant improvement in compowere selected. Aircraft and mission were based nent performance, the year 2000 technology on projections for year 2000. Aircraft weights small gas turbine engines could achieve fuel were reduced by use of composites. Company savings on the order of 50 percent, marketing projections were used for the mission profile, and number of passengers andlor payload.
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Current technology engines were used as base
Contractor Results for the reference engine. Engines were scaled as required to meet the mission requirements.
Summary of the results for Allison, AVCO Reference engine performance, weight and cost Lycoming, Garrett, Teledyne CAE and Williams were provided by the contractor as a basis for
International individual SECT Studies is precomparison, sented in the following sections.
For the commuter, rotorcraft and APU applicaAllison tions, fuel prices of $1/gal and $2/gal were used. This price range should bracket the proAllison selected a commercial rotorcraft applijected fuel cost increase anticipated for the cation. Details of the Allison SECT Study, year 2000 and will show the effects of doubling Contract NAS3-24542, are presented in Reference the fuel cost. For cruise missile application, i. The eight passenger tilt rotor executive/ JP-IO fuel was selected. Direct operating cost commercial aircraft shown in Figure 1 was (DOC) was selected as the figure-of-merit for selected as the reference aircraft. The miscommuter, rotorcraft and APU applications sion for the twin turboshaft powered tilt rotor whereas, life cycle cost (LCC) was selected for aircraft is 350 nautical miles with cruise cruise missile. 1985 year dollars were used speed of 250 Knots at an altitude of 20,000 for all cost calculations. All appropriate feet. Figure- Based on the mission analysis, the potential benefits for each advanced technology in the engines were determined and the technologies were ranked in order of decreasing benefit. Selection of each advanced cycle was based on Technology plans were prepared for guiding relative DOC from the trade factor analysis future government research and technology which included a DOC as function of SFC, engine efforts, weight, engine cost/shaft hp, engine length, and engine height.
A preliminary analysis of the five configuraratio of 5 to 10, recuperator effectiveness of tions was conducted. The wave rotor cycle was .7 to .9, and recuperator pressure loss of 4 eliminated from further consideration because percent to .08 percent. Cooled and uncooled new codes were becoming available which would turbines, advanced materials -single crystal allow a more complete analysis and evaluation, superalloys and ceramic/ceramiccomposites, and The concentric simple cycle was eliminated single pass and two pass recuperator configurat because the preliminary design analysis inditions were investigated. Eight individual cated that the bore stress in the ceramic HP technologies were incorporated. Cycles were turbine was prohibitive. Therefore, the three optimized to determine the recuperator effeccycles selected for the mission analysis were tiveness which provided minimum SFC for each : nonconcentric,recuperativeand regenerative, technology level. Fuel burn reduction for the individual technologies is Shown in Figure 5 The three advanced technology engines and ref-
for TRIT of 2500°F at cruise, a fuel burned is erence engine were installed in tilt rotor based on the established trade factors. As can aircraft and flown over the reference mission, be seen from Figure 5 , a 42 percent reduction Reductions in fuel burned for the advanced in fuel burned is obtained at recuperator engines are 30.5 percent for regenerative,30.7 effectiveness of~83 percent for an advanced percent for recuperative and 30.1 percent for technology engine. TRIT of 2500°F at cruise nonconcentriccompared to the reference engine, which translates to 2640°F at take-off was The resulting reductions in DOC for $1/gal fuel selected based on ceramic/ceramic composite hot cost are 10.9 percent for regenerative, 12.8 spot temperatures at take-off and year 2000 percent for recuperative, and 16.5 percent for combustor pattern factor less than .2. Airnonconcentric. The difference in DOC reduccraft parameters such as DOC, take-off gross tions for the three configurations is due to weight (TOGW), etc., are functions of engine the complexity, weight, cost, and maintenance SFC, propulsion system weight and frontal area, cost of the recuperator and regenerator. As engine cost, and maintenance cost. The ADOC can be seen from Figure 2 , there is only about for the individual technologies is shown in one point difference in DOC between _l/gal and Figure 6 for $2/gal fuel cost. As can be seen $2/gal fuel cost. This is due to the small from Figure 6 , ADOC is flat between recuperator fuel weight fraction for this aircraft and effectiveness from .7 to .82. Based on fuel mission. Based on DOC considerations, the burn considerations and engine/aircraft intenonconcentricconfigurationwas selected, gration technology program, recuperator effectiveness of .8 was selected. The general arrangement of the nonconcentric engine is shown in Figure 3 . This configura-A preliminary design analysis of the recupertion has the following; TRIT of 2800°F, presated engine configuration shown in Figure 7 sure ratio of 30, axial/centrifugal low presindicated that this configuration was feasible sure (LP) compressor, centrifugal high pressure for year 2000. The recuperator diameter was (HP) compressor, radial HP turbine, radial LP selected to minimize the effect of frontal area turbine, and axial power turbine. Required on aircraft drag. The engine/aircraft integraadvanced technologies are ceramic/ceramic comtion must be included in the technology proposites for the combustor and turbine, aerodygram. As can be seen from Figure 7 , this namics -highly efficient components and threeresults in a recuperatorwith a length approxidimensional codes, and bearings for reliability mately equal to the length of the engine and and durability. For $1/gal fuel cost, advanced gearbox. The recuperator weight is approximaterials -ceramics/ceramiccomposites provide mately equal to the weight of the engine plus 58 percent of DOC reduction and advanced aerogearbox and accessories. This configuration dynamics provide 40 percent of the DOC reduchas the following characteristics: TRIT = tion. The advanced aerodynamic technologies by 2640°F at take-off; pressure ratio = 8.9 at priority are turbine, compressor and combustake-off; recuperator effectiveness = .8; tor. Bearing DOC benefit was not calculated axial/centrifugal compressor; single stage because the high speed bearings are needed to uncooled high pressure turbine; and two-stage achieve gains from materials and aerodynamics, uncooled power turbine.
Avco Lycomin9
Mission analysis results for the economic mission indicate that the recuperated engine has Lycoming selected the commuter application.
38.3 percent reduction in fuel burned and 17 Details of the AVCO Lycoming SECT Study, Conpercent reduction in DOC for fuel cost of $2/ tract NAS3-24545, are presented in Reference gal (12.5 percent for $1/gal) compared to the 2. The nineteen passenger commuter aircraft reference engine. Required advanced technoloshown in Figure 4 was selected as the reference gies are ceramics for the combustor and turbine, aircraft. The sizing mission for the twin turaerodynamics,and ceramic recuperator. For $2/ boprop aircraft is 600 nautical miles with 19 gal fuel cost ($1/gal), advanced materials -• passengers. The economic mission is 100 nauticeramic/ceramic composites provide 55 percent cal mile segments with 65 percent payload.
(65 percent) of the DOC reduction, advanced Figure- of-merit is direct operating cost. The aerodynamics provide 25 percent (29 percent) of reference engine which is based on a current the DOC reduction, and ceramic recuperator protechnology engine has TRIT of 2240°F, pressure vides 20 percent (6 percent) of DOC reduction. ratio of 13:1 and 960 shaft hp at SLS take-off.
Advanced aerodynamic technologies by priority are compressor and turbine. Combustor technol-A recuperated cycle was selected with the fology is required to obtain pattern factors less lowing parametric variations at the cruise conthan .2. dition; TRIT from 2100°F to 2700°F, pressure Garrett advanced aerodynamics, and 22 percent for ceramic recuperator. System technologiesGarrett selected all four applications. Details bearings, seals, and metal matrix shafts are of the Garrett SECT Study, Contract NAS3-24544, necessary to achieve gains from materials and are presented in Reference 3. Only the results aerodynamics especially for the simple cycle. for the rotorcraft application, commuter appliAdvanced aerodynamic technologies by priority cation, and APU application are summarized here.
are turbine, compressor, and combustor.
Rotorcraft. The utility helicopter shown Commuter. The nineteen passenger twin turin Figure 8 was selected for a military/civil boprop aircraft shown in Figure 11 was selected mission. The mission which is shown in Figure  as the reference aircraft. The reference mis-9 consists of five segments with four hover sion has 400 nautical mile range with three perioos and total mission length of 130.4 naustops and the mission profile is shown in Figtical miles. Figure- of-merit is direct operature 12. The reference engine uses the same ing cost. The reference engine which is based technology as the rotorcraft reference engine. on a current technology engine has TRIT of 2100°F, a pressure ratio of 13.5, and 1,000 hp Cycle analysis for the commuter application at SLS take-off, included the advanced simple cycle, recuperated cycle, and regenerated cycle. Cycle parameters Advanced simple cycles with pressure ratios to evaluated for the regenerated cycle were; TRIT 26:1 and recuperated cycles with pressure ratios from 2400°F to 2800°F, pressure ratio from 4:1 to 12:1 were investigated. Recuperator effecto 10:1, and regenerator effectiveness from .8 tiveness of .6 to .8 and pressure loss APIP of to .95 (pressure drop of 5 percent and leakage .06 to .10 were evaluated.
These cycles were of 7 percent were held constant axial uncooled low pressure turbine; recuperator effectiveness = .8; and recuperator pressure loss AP/P = .08.
Selection of TRIT of 2600°F is based on hot
Mission analysis results for the reference airspot temperature capability of the ceramic/ craft and mission indicate that the recuperated ceramic composite material and year 2000 comcycle nas a reduction in fuel burned of 35 perbustor pattern factor less than .2. cent compared to the reference engine. Resulting reductions in DOC are 5.7 percent for $1/ga] Helicopter mission analysis results are shown fuel cost and 11.1 percent for $2/gal fuel cost. in Figure 10 . Reduction in fuel burned is 21.9
Required advanced technologies are materials, percent for simple cycle and 41.6 percent for aerodynamics, ceramic recuperator and system recuperated cycle compared to the reference technologies. Technology rankings are the same engine. At $1/ga] fuel cost, both cycles have as those for the rotorcraft at $2/gal fuel cost. the same reductions in DOC, approximately 7 percent. Recuperator weight and cost offset APU. Reference aircraft is 150 passenger the additional reduction in fuel burned of the short-haul commercial transport. Reference recuperated cycle. But at $2/gal, the recupermission is the APU duty cycle for 150 passenger ated cycle has 11.4 percent reduction in DOC, year 2000 aircraft. This mission assumes the 2.7 points more than the simple cycle. The APU operators one hour/flight hour. The APU ' increased fuel cost more than offsets the recuengine provides power for main engine starting, perator weight and cost. The required advanced cabin air conditioning, electrical and hydrautechnologies are materials -ceramic/ceramic ]ic power, and emergency electrical and hydraucomposites, and Ni3AI disk, aerodynamics,cerlic power in flight. Figure-of Figure 15 . mission profiles are Shown in Figure 19 . The The reference missile configuration is shown in prime mission selected is the air launch-optimum Figure 16 .
Figure-of-merit is life cycle altitude cruise. The reference cruise missile cost. The reference engine has TRIT of 2060°F configuration is shown in Figure 20 . Figureand pressure ratio of 12 at sea level, of-merit is life cycle cost. Reference engine has TIT of 1970°F, overall pressure ratio of The following cycles were investigated: 13.6, and is based on current state-of-the-art two-spool turbofan with overall pressure ratios engine. (OPR) to 30:1; three-spool turbofan with overall pressure ratios in the range of 30:1 to Advanced turbofan cycles and recuperated turbo-45:1; two-spool propfan with overall pressure fan cycles were investigated for the following ratios to 30:1; and three-spool propfan with parameters: fan pressure ratio from 1.4 to 2.3, overall pressure ratios in the range of 30:1 to overall pressure ratio from 6 to 32 (recuperated 45:1. These cycles were evaluated with TRIT in cycle 4 to 16) and TIT from 1600°F to 3200°F for the range of 2100°F to 3500°F for uncooled furuncooled turbines. Recuperator effectivenesses hines. Cooled turbines were eliminated from of .65 and .85 were investigated for the recuconsideration based on a previous analysis perated cycle. Based on trade factors of SFC, which indicated a SFC penalty of 8.9 percent TIT rise, cost and OPR, the following cycles and thrust loss of 18.1 percent for TRIT of were selected: 2500°F. The recuperated cycle was also studied but eliminated from consideration because only mum cycle parameters for each advanced cycle configurationare: Figure 21 shows the selected englne configurations for both the recuperated turbofan and 2-spool 3-Spool 2-spool 3-spool advanced simple cycle turbofan. Concludin9 Remarks Application of ceramic substrates coupled with better understandings of heat transfer through The SECT contractor studies, aimed at identifyporous media could permit optimization of these ing high payoff technologies for small gas turcycles. : bine applications, are described in this paper. Study results are quite comprehensive in detailEvolution of the technologies described above ing approaches for achieving technology readiwill lead to major advances in small engine ness for efficient small engines by year 2000.
powerplants, and could lead to new generations Taken in total, the results clearly indicate a of aircraft with greatly expanded capabilities prioritized order of high payoff technologies, for both civil and military missions. as is Shown in Table Ill [16] [17] [18] 1986 . In using the studies to formulate an overall program plan, several assumptions were made.
2. Kaehler, H. and Schneider, W., "Small These are: i. The research must be revolutionEngine Technology Payoffs for Future Commuary, not evolutionary in nature. By that, it ter Aircraft," AIAA Paper No. 86-1544, to is meant that incremental gains, forseeable as be presented at the AIAAI ASME/SAEIASEE natural evolution of the state-of-the-art will 22nd Joint Propulsion Conference, not be the basis of the program; 2. Other Huntsville,Alabama, June 16-18, 1986. government research programs, at NASA as well as at other federal agencies, will be utilized 3. TurK, M. and Zeiner, P., "Advanced Technolto achieve program goals; and 3. Generic techogy Payoffs for Future Rotorcraft, Commuter nologies, applicable to multiple mission needs Aircraft, Cruise Missile and APU Propulsion will be favored over technologies restricted to Systems," AIAA Paper No. 86-1545, to be single missions, but not exclusively so.
presentea at the AIAAIASMEISAEJASEE 22nd Joint Propulsion Conference, Huntsville, Although specific program plans and their Alabama, June 16-18, 1986. implementation await funding decisions currently in progress, the following comments on 4. Singh, 8. and Benstein, E., "Year 2000 the technologies listed in Table Ill appear Small Engine Technology Payoffs in Cruise relevant. Materials research will be aimea at Missiles," AIAA Paper No. 86-1546, to be increasing hot-section operating temperatures presented at the AIAA! ASMEISAEIASEE 22nd to 2600°F -2800°F levels while, at the same Joint Propulsion Conference, Huntsville, time, minimizing or eliminating required coolAlabama, June [16] [17] [18] 1986 . ant flow. Much industry and government work evolvlng ceramics and ceramic composite materi-5. Pampreen, R., "Engine Studies for Future als is currently in progress. Program efforts Subsonic Cruise Missiles," AIAA Paper No. will supplement these efforts where appropri-86-1547, to be presented at the AIAAJASMEI ate, commensurate with available funding. SAEJASEE 22nd Joint Propulsion Conference, Additional research will be undertaken to Huntsville, Alabama, June 16-18, 1986 . evolve design codes and component configurations to fully utilize these materials.
Advanced aerodynamics research encompasses two areas:
i. the evolution, verification and development of fully three-dimensional viscous design codes; and 2. the identification and evaluation of advanced component concepts. Elimination of turbomachinerystages, efficient radial and axial turbine designs and compressor efficiency improvement of 5 to 10 points, dependent on size, will be pursued. Combustor research wil| focus on the elimination of coolant flows and reductions of exit temperature maldistributions to one-half currently achievable levels. 
